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Advertisers are facing major challenges. During the 2021-22  
upfront season, brands, media companies and agencies are all 
coming to terms with the shifts in video consumption that stray 
away from traditional TV viewership, and how those shifts impact 
viewer engagement. 



As the past year made very clear, linear is not the only place for 
audiences to watch content, with streaming and social video 
continuing to grow. With disparate viewership across various 
platforms, brands and publishers are tasked with determining 
where audiences are, then tailoring content and budgets 
accordingly. There is a need and a desire to diversify channels in 
order to reach all possible audiences, and social video helps 
address that.



In this report, “ ,” Global 
Video Measurement Alliance (GVMA) member and industry analyst 
Howard Shimmel writes on the current threats facing traditional 
linear TV in media negotiations, revealing the role social video can 
play in filling the gaps in the marketplace as a reliable resource to 
ad buyers and sellers. The choice isn’t one or the other.  
The challenge is how to use TV and social video in concert with one 
another (along with other mediums as well) to drive marketing 
success. 



Leveraging data from Nielsen and Tubular Labs to compare 
traditional linear TV with social video, the following showcases how 
social video has grown audiences nationally and by genre, attracted 
younger demographic groups, and established a high rate of 
engagement with viewers.



Advertisers should move dollars to social video to expand and 
complement linear media strategies. We believe that benchmarking 
social video against linear is a necessary comparison point to 
understanding an increasingly fragmented and omnichannel media 
landscape that advertisers must navigate. In addition we do find 
there are instances, depending upon the target, where brand 
messaging, and desired outcome that social video can play a 
dominant role in an advertisers media mix.


Discovering Audiences On Social Video

Report  
summary 
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Extensive national reach: Based on February 2021 data, there 

are 12 content genres based on Tubular data that reach over 33%  
of persons 13 and older in the United States (and four that reach  
over 50%). 



A rapidly growing audience: From February 2020 to February 2021, time 
spent on social video for persons 18–44 has grown by nearly 50%.



Highly engaged viewers: For adults 18–34, the engagement with social 
video is greater than it is for all persons 13 and older. 



This special report was developed by the Global Video Measurement 
Alliance (GVMA), a coalition of media companies, agencies and brands 
working together on new social video measurement standards to 
understand the true reach and engagement of audiences globally.



Status of social 
video in 2021

Decline in linear TV viewing across all demographics, except adults 65 
and older, has been dramatic. Especially for teens and adults 18–34, who 
are watching far less linear TV than previous years.



The challenges that advertisers and agencies are facing with linear TV 
supply are very present now. Advertisers that continue to rely on network 
and cable will face the perpetual challenge of CPM increases due to 
diminished supply.


For adults 18–34,  
the engagement with social 
video is greater than it is for 
all persons 13 and older. 

02

Changes and 
challenges in the  
pay TV market

O U T L I N E D  I N  T H I S  R E P O R T :  

Complementary 
audiences for social 
video and linear TV

Traditional linear TV companies have made national scale a major part of 
what’s offered to advertisers. For these companies, across all owned 
properties, social video offers 75% of the reach that linear provides and, 
for Disney, nearly the same.



Social video provides a direct complement to linear TV. More than half of 
social video consumption comes from persons 18–34, compared to less 
than 10% for linear TV. On the other hand, while more than 60% of linear 
TV’s audience is 55 or older, that demographic is less than 15% of social 
video’s audience.
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Advertisers have traditionally relied on television -- broadcast and cable, 
local and national -- as a pillar of any major media plan. TV was generally 
efficient to execute, provided broad reach, and high levels of viewer 
engagement across most programming genres like news, sports, 
entertainment.



But the effectiveness of television has dramatically changed over the last 
10-plus years. And while in the past, major TV program producers have 
looked to monetize owned content through wholesale reseller 
agreements (a network like HGTV is licensed to Comcast which then sells 
it in a cable bundle to consumers) and advertising sales, the market has 
switched rapidly. This is now a world where the majority of premium 
content is poised to be funded through direct-to-consumer (DTC) service 
subscriptions, with many of those services free of ads. 



It’s looking extremely likely that what will be left of the premium 
traditional linear TV business will be focused on live news, sports and 
tentpole events like the Academy Awards. Most other premium content 
will be directed to DTC services.



Linear TV has shown declines in viewing across all demographics except 
adults 65 and older since 2010. The trends are dramatic for teens and 
adults 18-34, who are watching less than half the linear TV than they 
were in 2010. 



From an advertiser perspective, these trends cause a myriad of problems 
– including dramatically higher pricing for linear TV inventory because of 
the decline in ratings supply, inability to achieve national reach goals as 
the reach curve for TV compresses and, especially for general 
entertainment programming, finding high quality first run content to 
associate brands with. More on that later.  



The challenges that advertisers and agencies are facing with linear TV 
supply are very present now, given continued declines that network and 
cable have witnessed this broadcast season. And they’ve persisted even 
as programming schedules return to normal. As the industry has shifted 
its attention to 2021-22 upfronts, it’s clear that advertisers that continue 
to rely on network and cable will face the continued challenge of CPM 
increases due to diminished supply.


Reckoning with  
the Traditional  
Linear TV Model

It's been widely reported that 
linear TV has shown declines 
in viewing across all 
demographics, except for 
adults 65 and older. The 
trends are dramatic for teens 
and adults 18-34, who are 
watching far less linear TV 
than they were a decade ago.

I n t r o d u c t i o n  
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Base: 2008-16 IPA cases

Source: Advertising Research Foundation Audience X Science, 2019

Maintaining national reach is really important to the execution of 
successful campaigns to drive branding goals like awareness and 
consideration, as opposed to driving short-term sales goals. Research 
issued in 2019 by Les Binet, Head of Effectiveness for Adam&EveDDB in 
the United Kingdom, found that campaigns that execute a reach strategy 
— where they optimize reach against a broad purchase target — 
outperform campaigns that execute loyalty or acquisition strategies, in 
terms of growing market share.


The challenges with advertisers finding high-quality content to associate 
brands with is a relatively new phenomenon, as major media companies 
like Walt Disney Co. recognize that in most instances, the value of 
content investments is optimized by making content available on ad-free 
SVOD services. 



Think of a show like “The Mandalorian” on Disney+. In the past, a 
show of that caliber would have run on ABC in primetime, and been 
monetized through ABC retransmission fees and advertising sales. 
Now Disney recognizes that “The Mandalorian” is worth more in 
corporate value driving subscription and retention to the Disney+ 
service. We are just at the beginning stages of premium content 
moving to ad-free DTC services and, with that movement, social 
video offers advertisers opportunities to reach consumers in a highly 
engaged environment like they used to find on linear.


Reaching  
Disparate Audiences 
Between Linear TV, 
Streaming & Social 
Video 
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Loyalty strategies always 
underperform (except 

for short-term activation)

Penetration is always the 
main driver of growth

Reach explains  
91% of variations in 
media effectiveness

Acquisition Strategy Reach Strategy
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It’s important for the entire industry — media companies, advertisers and 
agencies — to understand social video, as measured by Tubular, in direct 
comparison to linear TV, as measured by Nielsen. While there are differences 
between the way that linear TV and social video are measured (see 
appendix), this report puts them side by side to provide perspective on the 
reach and demos of each medium. 



This thought leadership paper has mentioned the challenges that linear TV 
has faced with younger demographics. The aging of the linear audience has 
caused some networks, most recently those owned by A&E Networks, to 
move toward ad deals based on adults 18 and older, thus monetizing a 
growing contingent of older viewers.



Traditional linear TV companies have made national scale a major part of 
what’s offered to advertisers. For these companies, across all owned 
properties, social video offers about 70% of the reach that linear provides 
and, for Disney, only about 10% less. Cross-platform campaigns on these 
companies should leverage social video for the reach scale it provides.


Comparing Social  
Video to Linear TV
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*Linear TV data courtesy of Nielsen, February 2021, Nielsen National Television Ratings Data © The Nielsen Company, US, LLC. Used under license. Report Type: R&F Program Report, Sample: National , Viewing Type: 
Most Current, Playback Time Period: Live+SD | TV | Linear with VOD( Live+SD|TV|Linear with VOD ) Measurement Interval: 02/01/2021 - 02/28/2021

*Social Video data courtesy of Tubular Audience Ratings based on the top 100 US creators per genre across YouTube and Facebook (U.S. Audience), February 2021

Reach for social video = % of total available people (census data) 13+, who watched one of the top 100 creators per genre for at least 30s on YouTube or Facebook 

Reach for linear TV = % of population of people in TV households. 
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The decline in linear TV viewing is excessively large for adults 18-44. As 
you can see, every social video genre has a distinct, strong skew for 
adults 18-44:

The difference in the audience composition between linear TV and social 
video is quite stark. More than half of social video consumption comes  
from persons 18-34, compared to less than 10% for linear TV. On the other 
hand, while more than 60% of linear TV’s audience is 55 or older,  
that demographic is only 13% of social video’s audience. Social video thus 
becomes a perfect complement to linear because it reaches such different 
audience cross sections.

Complementary 
audiences 

Unique Viewers | Composition Indexed to U.S. population

Group ID

Female Male

Total - All categories

Animal & Pets

Beauty

Business

Cars & Trucks & Racing

Education

Entertainment

Family & Parenting

Fashion & Style

Film & Movies

Food & Drink

Gaming

Health & Fitness & Selfcare

Home & DIY

Kids Entertainment & Animation

Music & Dance

News & Politics

People & Blogs

Science & Tech

Sports 

Travel

13-17

59

20

58

14

20

36

44

30

65

53

33

117

27

52

96

142

22

78

39

46

31

13-17

63

28

64

12

18

38

69

34

44

67

45

139

28

43

72

151

24

88

41

63

29

18-24

177

115

238

132

126

187

159

164

296

252

179

247

192

161

164

198

124

149

222

211

170

18-24

165

139

299

119

142

213

146

155

226

191

220

181

196

143

167

172

133

146

179

147

161

25-34

180

146

219

221

176

218

158

244

195

225

180

171

210

173

153

194

148

148

204

214

190

25-34

168

155

184

211

184

197

144

242

193

188

189

176

210

159

162

170

143

145

177

146

175

35-44

140

127

121

169

139

153

146

160

117

132

131

181

130

142

141

142

130

139

134

141

130

35-44

138

124

98

153

139

136

134

146

132

150

114

162

125

148

146

150

126

136

143

137

121

45-54

91

118

66

78

113

68

99

64

59

58

87

61

82

93

135

64

106

117

73

75

93

45-54

89

98

51

84

97

62

99

57

66

69

66

68

71

92

112

65

101

106

80

122

91

55+

40

74

24

37

56

29

52

24

21

17

50

8

37

47

31

22

74

48

31

24

46

55+

39

65

21

39

45

27

54

21

23

23

35

10

29

50

26

20

72

45

36

42

52
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*Highlighted numbers over-index compared to composition in 
the US population

*Data courtesy of Tubular Audience Ratings based on the top 
100 US creators per genre across YouTube and Facebook (U.S. 
Audience), February 2021
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A way to benchmark the strength of social video is to compare the reach 
by genre to linear TV. There are major content genres where social video 
reach is comparable to linear, including entertainment and news & politics. 
There are also multiple genres that are not as prevalent on linear TV but 
have significant social video reach, including home & DIY, music & dance 
and food & drink. 

P35-54P18-34P13-17

Entertainment News & 
Politics

Sports Film & 
Movies

Fashion & 
Style

Kids 
Entertainment 
& Animation

Food & 
Drink

Music & 
Dance

Home & DIY People & 
Blogs

Travel Education

P55+

% Composition of Total Consumption by Demographics  
for Like Categories

P13+ Reach Comparison | Linear TV versus Social Video

3%

62%

54% 52%
48%

16% 16% 15% 14% 14% 13% 12%

2%

62%

48%

37%
34%

14%

57%

44%

52%

41%

64%

18%

27%

8%

31%
25%

13%

66%

53%

1%

Linear TV

Linear TV

Social Video

Social Video

*Linear TV data courtesy of Nielsen. Nielsen National Television Ratings Data © The Nielsen Company, US, LLC. Used under license. Report Type: R&F Program Report, Sample: National , Viewing Type: Most Current, Playback Time Period: 
Live+SD | TV | Linear with VOD( Live+SD|TV|Linear with VOD ) Measurement Interval: 02/01/2021 - 02/28/2021

*Social Video data courtesy of Tubular Audience Ratings based on the top 100 US creators per genre across YouTube and Facebook (U.S. Audience) 

Like categories = Entertainment, News & Politics and Sports

*Linear TV data courtesy of Nielsen, Nielsen National Television Ratings Data © The Nielsen Company, US, LLC. Used under license. Report Type: R&F Program Report. Sample: National. Viewing Type: Most Current. Playback Time 
Period: Live+SD | TV | Linear with VOD( Live+SD|TV|Linear with VOD ). Measurement Interval: 02/01/2021 - 02/28/2021

*Social Video data courtesy of Tubular Audience Ratings based on the top 100 US creators per genre across YouTube and Facebook (U.S. Audience) 

Reach for social video  = % of total available people (census data) 13+, who watched one of the top 100 creators per genre for atleast 30s on YouTube or Facebook

Reach for linear TV = % population of people in TV households. 
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When advertisers and their agencies consider a new medium, they 
consider attributes like scale, core demographics and trajectory.  
Across all of these attributes, social video rates strongly.

The value of 
social video 

National Reach

Social video delivers reach. Based on the February 2021 data, there  
are 12 content genres on Tubular that reach over 33% of persons 13  
and older in the United States. There are four genres that reach over 
50% of persons 13 and older in the U.S. — people & blogs (64%), 
entertainment (62%), kids’ entertainment & animation (57%) and  
music & dance (52%).




People & 
Blogs

Entertainment Kids 
Entertainment 
& Animation

Music & 
Dance

News & 
Politics

Animals & 
pets

Food & 
Drink

Gaming Home & 
DIY

Sports

Social Video reach by content genre (top 10 by reach) for U.S. P13+ 

February 2021

64%
62%

57%

52%
48% 46% 44% 44%

41%
37%

*Data courtesy of Tubular Audience Ratings based on custom groupings, inluding the top 100 creators per genre across YouTube and Facebook (U.S. audience) 

Reach = % of total available people (census data) 13+ who watched one of the top 100 creators per genre for atleast 30 sec on YouTube or Facebook
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12% growth  
for reach 

for the average genre 

41% Growth  
for unique views  
or sessions

for the average genre

10% growth  
for time spent 
per view

for the average genre  

This nets an 
astounding

55% growth for 
total time spent 
of consumption

This growth in total time spent of consumption is fairly consistent across 
all age/sex demographics. Growth was slightly higher for females than 
males; growth was highest for persons 13–17.




*Data Courtesy of Tubular Audience Ratings, based on top 100 US creators per genre across YouTube and Facebook(U.S audience)

+62%
+42% +49% +52%

% Growth – Social Video Time Spent by Demo

February 2020 – February 2021

P35-54P18-34P13-17 P55+
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A Rapidly Growing Audience 

Much has been written about the challenges that broadcast and cable 
have faced coming out of the pandemic. The switch from linear to 
streaming has solidified, and with that switch came a rapid decline in 
ad-supported viewing time, and a greater decline in ad-supported 
commercial inventory. This is because for every viewing hour that moves 
from linear to streaming, about half of the time goes to ad-free SVOD 
and the other half goes to platforms with decidedly less commercial 
load than linear.



With that in mind, it’s important to know how social video has fared in 
the last year. Comparing February 2020 to February 2021 for all persons 
13 and older in the U.S., per the top 100 creators per genre across 
YouTube and Facebook:
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For adults 18–34, the engagement with social video is even greater than it 
is for all persons 13 and older. The average kids’ content viewer between 
18–34 is watching 33 different videos per month — more than 1 video per 
day — for an average of 237 minutes (roughly four hours) per month, just 
from this content genre. There are six content genres where consumers in 
this age group are accessing social video more than one out of every two 
days: kids’ entertainment, gaming, entertainment, sports, people & blogs 
and news & politics. 

*Data courtesy of Tubular Audience Ratings, based on top 100 US creators per genre across YouTube and Facebook (U.S. audience), Top 10 by Social Video views per unique viewer, February 2021

Kids 
Entertainment 
& Animation

Gaming Entertainment Sports People & 
Blogs

News & 
Politics

Film & 
Movies

Music & 
Dance

Food & 
Drink

Cars & 
Trucks & 
Racing

Videos Watched per Unique viewer by content genre 
for U.S. P13+ and P18–34
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Highly Engaged Viewers

Consumers are highly engaged with social video, watching multiple 
videos within a given genre. This provides advertisers with the ability to 
not only use social video for reach, but also to drive frequency and other 
creative tactics like sequential messaging. 



There are five content genres where consumers are accessing more than 
15 videos per month (meaning they are consuming social video roughly 
one out of every two days): kids’ entertainment & animation, gaming, 
entertainment, sports and people & blogs.  
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It’s clear that social video is already attracting audiences that, at minimum, 
stack up well against linear TV, yet ad budgets and production resources are 
not always at parity between these two mediums. As audiences continue to 
adjust viewership toward various forms of digital video, social media 
platforms like Facebook and YouTube (among others) are poised to play a 
vital role in media companies, brands and publishers transitioning smoothly 
along with them.



Metrics like Tubular Audience Ratings™ can function as an effective currency 
to show exactly who’s watching and where, providing a level of audience 
intelligence that allows for better ad targeting and content customization. 
And with more uncertainty than ever at this year’s upfronts, social video is 
growing as a worthwhile investment to drive customer acquisition to DTC 
services and house original content as well for media companies large and 
small. It’s also generating more opportunities for advertisers to get in front 
of those younger viewers who are more absent from linear TV.


Conclusion
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Background on Tubular Audience Ratings™

Tubular Audience Ratings™ (T.A.R.) measure the cross-platform reach and 
engagement of YouTube and Facebook audiences with de-duplicated ratings  
(unique viewers, minutes watched, 30-second views) for creators, as well as across 
entire media and brand portfolios, segmented by gender, age and geography. 
Because Tubular Audience Ratings™ are based on a panel of users, it moves social 
video from reporting of volumetrics of usage to reporting of people-based metrics 
like reach and time spent (similar to TV). This allows social video to be evaluated  
like other traditional media.



These metrics are cultivated by
 Data Collection: through Third Party panels, ContentGraph
 Data Calibration: census information, market reports, and social media/ 

internet penetratio
 Predictive Modeling: modeled using panel, publisher data, and ContentGraph
 Validation of Accuracy: all metrics vetted by public consortium  

GVMA that condones and backs up accuracy 


All metrics for genres are based on the top 100 U.S. creators by unique U.S. viewers 
in each genre. Unique viewer metrics are de-duplicated across the top 100 creators 
for each genre. Tubular Audience Ratings™ reflect social video consumption across 
YouTube and Facebook among the general population.


Background on Nielsen metrics 

National television ratings data consists of (a) the measurement of confidential 
estimates of television tuning and viewing in the 50 United States based upon 
Nielsen recording devices installed in a sample of housing units in the United States 
selected and maintained by Nielsen for the measurement of subscribing national 
network television audiences in accordance with the National Reference Supplement.  

 

Nielsen ratings reflect TV viewing behavior among the population of people  
in TV households.


Background on the Global Video Measurement Alliance (GVMA)

Founded in 2020, the GVMA is an initiative to establish industry benchmarking and 
comparison video measurement standards for reach, engagement, and effectiveness 
of any publisher, creator or campaign worldwide. The current membership of the 
GVMA includes BBC Studios, Brut, Buzzfeed, Corus, Digitas, Discovery, Ellen 

Studios, GroupNine, Mattel, ViacomCBS, Vice, WeberShandwick, Wildbrain Spark 
and Tubular Labs. 


For more information on Tubular Labs visit tubularlabs.com



For more information on Nielsen visit nielsen.com.



For more information on the Global Video Measurement Alliance visit 
gvmalliance.org.

Appendix
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